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With constant advancements in mobile phone technology, it is no sur-
prise that 58% of Americans have a smartphone.1 Additionally, 32% of
American adults own an e-reader and 42% of American adults own a porta-
ble tablet.2 Thus, together, Americans own over 125 million smartphones and
50 million tablets.3 By default, these devices contain some mobile applica-
tions (apps) that come standard upon purchase, and the majority of consum-
ers download more apps for their phones. Worldwide, the average
smartphone user has installed twenty-six applications, and the average Amer-
ican user has installed thirty-two.4 Additionally, developers introduce ap-
proximately 1,600 new mobile applications every day.5 Portio Research
forecasts that by 2017 there will be more than 200 billion app downloads per
year.6 That is an incredible statistic considering the world population is just
roughly over 7 billion, and a subset of that figure represents children too
young to download applications, or those who do not have access to the
technology to download or run applications.7
As these applications become easier to download and more consumers
purchase smartphones and tablets, a very real privacy concern emerges.
Many applications obtain private and sensitive information about their user
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without the user's knowledge or consent.8 Information can include photos,
contacts, location, and other private information that the consumer does not
knowingly share.9 Even when mobile applications obtain a user's consent to
collect private data, other issues remain.1o For instance, consent is usually
obtained in such a way that even after consenting, the user remains unaware
as to what specific information he or she has released."] Additionally, con-
sumers are not always cognizant of how mobile applications will use their
information or if the application developer will ever delete it.12 Consumers
also have no way to opt-out of the data collection at a later date or demand
that private data collected by the mobile applications be deleted.13
With many mobile applications available for download to a rapidly
growing consumer base, it is hard to determine which apps are violating pri-
vacy regulations, misleading users, or misinforming consumers when collect-
ing private information. This is particularly difficult as-many times-
consumers do not realize mobile applications are collecting data or sharing it
with third parties.'4 Additionally, the lack of laws or regulations directed at
mobile applications, leaves application developers and platforms free to
abuse consumer data.15 There are even fewer restrictions on how that data is
shared with third parties, and subsequently protected once obtained by those
third parties.16 However, as use of mobile applications grows, government
officials are calling for a change in privacy regulations focused on mobile
applications.17
8. See Ilana Westerman, Create with Context, Panel 4: Mobile Privacy Disclo-
sures at the Federal Trade Commission Workshop In Short: Advertising and
Privacy Disclosures in a Digital World, FED. TRADE COMM. 218 (May 30,
2012), available at http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/publicev
ents/short-advertising-privacy-disclosures-digitalworld/finalworkshoptranscript
august72012.pdf.
9. Suzanne Choney, 'Apps Act' Would Make Privacy Disclosures Mandatory,
NBC NEWS, (May 10, 2013, 1:32 PM), http://www.nbcnews.com/technology/
apps-act-would-make-privacy-disclosures-mandatory- I C9870952.
10. See Westerman, supra note 8, at 218.
11. Id.
12. See Choney, supra note 9.
13. Id.
14. Id.
15. See FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION, MOBILE DISCLOSURES REPORT (2013),
available at http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/reports/mobile-
privacy-disclosures-building-trust-through-transparency-federal-trade-commis
sion-staff-report/130201mobileprivacyreport.pdf [hereinafter MOBILE DISCLO-
SURES REPORT].
16. See id. at iii.
17. See Application Privacy, Protection, and Security Act of 2013, H. R. 1913,
113th Cong. (proposed May 9, 2013) [hereinafter Application Privacy, Protec-
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Currently, government offices are taking a number of promising actions
focused on mobile application privacy.18 The Federal Trade Commission
held a conference on electronic privacy featuring a panel focused on mobile
privacy. The agency also produced a staff report urging mobile application
platforms and developers to create regulations and standards for collecting
private information and informing consumers about this collection.19 Further-
more, the Federal Trade Commission continues to bring charges against mo-
bile application developers and platforms that intrude on consumer privacy
through deceptive or unfair practices.20 The White House produced a report
detailing its vision for consumer privacy and urging Congress to codify a set
of regulations referred to as the "Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights."21 Addi-
tionally, the California Attorney General's Office created guidelines for mo-
bile application developers and platforms to protect consumer privacy and
information. 22
These steps culminated in the proposal of the Application Privacy, Pro-
tection, and Security Act of 2013 (APPS Act), which is awaiting a vote in
Congress.23 This bill calls for federal standards to be enforced by the Federal
Trade Commission, and dictates how and when mobile applications should
issue information on the collection of the consumer's private data.24 Further-
more, the bill would allow consumers to withdraw consent for the collection
of this information.25 Passage of the bill would be an important first step in
regulating the ever-growing mobile application market to ensure protection
of consumer privacy. The proposed APPS Act, as the first federal law fo-
cused specifically on mobile applications, can set a precedent for mobile pri-
vacy laws in the United States.
Despite this first step in federal regulation, there are a number of issues
in developing and enforcing federal laws that apply to mobile applications.
The sheer number of mobile applications will limit both the feasibility and
tion, and Security Act]; see also EXEC. OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT, CONSUMER
DATA PRIVACY IN A NETWORKED WORLD: A FRAMEWORK FOR PROTECTING
PRIVACY AND PROMOTING INNOVATION IN THE GLOBAL DIGITAL ECONOMY
(2012). available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/email-files/
privacy-white.paper.pdf [hereinafter CONSUMER DATA PRIVACY IN A NET-
WORKED WORLD]; MOBILE DISCLOSURES REPORT, supra note 15.
18. See CONSUMER DATA PRIVACY IN A NETWORKED WORLD, supra note 17; Mo-
BILE DISCLOSURES REPORT, supra note 15.
19. See MOBILE DISCLOSURES REPORT, supra note 15.
20. Id.
21. See CONSUMER DATA PRIVACY IN A NETWORKED WORLD, supra note 17.
22. See PRIVACY ON THE Go, supra note 5.
23. Application Privacy, Protection, and Security Act, supra note 17.
24. See id.
25. See id. § 2(b).
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practicality of enforcing new laws in a way that controls the conduct of every
application on the market. Additionally, mandatory notices and disclosures-
even when provided-may not effectively communicate information that is
sufficiently detailed to protect consumers. While the APPS Act could create
a helpful standard for application developers in determining data collection
policies, and would be a promising step towards electronic data privacy, pro-
tection of private data will depend on cooperation between mobile app devel-
opers and regulatory bodies tasked with protecting private information.
II. HISTORY AND BACKGROUND
There is little to no law directly addressing mobile applications them-
selves-much less the privacy concerns created by consumers' continued use
of those apps. This is surprising. While smartphones have become widely
used and increasingly popular only relatively recently, they have been an
idea for telephone companies and mobile device creators since the early
1990s.26 In fact, the idea that private information is more accessible through
electronics and electronic communication-and therefore needs to be more
heavily protected-is not new. Although these ideas have very little overlap
as the law currently stands, looking at the history of electronic privacy law
and the development of smartphones and other "smart" mobile devices can
provide significant insight into whether current laws are broad enough to
protect consumer privacy. Existing electronic privacy law also provides ex-
amples of ways the federal government should work to protect consumer
privacy in the future.
A. Electronic Privacy
Although privacy in mobile applications is an emerging area of law,
privacy in telephones and the Internet is not a new legal concern.2 7 The his-
torical fear of privacy invasions in telephones and the internet has led the
federal government to pass a variety of laws aimed at protecting electronic
information.28 In fact, federal agencies, usually the Federal Trade Commis-
sion, often bring lawsuits against companies in an effort to protect consumers
from unfair practices or violations of federal statutes.29 The majority of fed-
26. Ozgur, The Smartphone Revolution: The Growth of Smartphones & Exchange
ActiveSync, MAIL2WEB.COM (May 12, 2011), http://mail2web.com/blog/201 I/
05/smartphone-revolution-growth-smartphones-exchange-activesync/.
27. Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 351-52 (1967); Russell B. Stevenson, Jr.,
Internet Payment Systems: The Cybercash Approach, 1 No. 9 ELEC. BANKING
L. & COM. REP. 5 (1997).
28. See 18 U.S.C.A. § 2703 (2012); 15 U.S.C.A. § 6502 (2006); 47 U.S.C.A.
§ 1002 (2012).
29. See Fatima N. Khan, Survey of Recent FTC Privacy Enforcement Actions and
Developments, 69 Bus. LAw 227 (2013); Fed. Trade Commission Enforce-
ment, http://www.ftc.gov/enforcement (last visited Oct. 26, 2014).
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eral laws and enforcement actions are aimed at websites, the Internet, and
other forms of electronic communication, and not specifically mobile phones
and their applications. However, many of these rules are important for their
application to mobile applications, as a history of electronic privacy protec-
tion in the United States, and as a blueprint for future laws that protect the
privacy of consumers as technology continues to advance.
The Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) of 1986 protects
electronic communications, both in transit and once information is stored.30
Title II, entitled the Stored Communications Act (SCA), specifically ad-
dresses the privacy of information stored by service providers.31 The EPCA
allows law enforcement agents to obtain electronic files, including informa-
tion such as Facebook posts, pictures stored in a cloud drive, and emails,
with only a subpoena-a warrant is not needed-if the information is at least
180 days old.32 The ECPA did, however, broaden the scope of privacy pro-
tections in other federal laws. For example, Congress amended the Wiretap
Act to include all forms of electronic communication as privileged
communications.33
In response to increased concern about the growing number of children
on the internet and the need to protect their privacy, two statutes were passed
in 1998 and 2000.34 First, Congress passed the Children's Online Privacy
Protection Act (COPPA) in 1998 to be promulgated by the Federal Trade
Commission.35 The statute requires websites that either collect age informa-
tion or target services for children under the age of twelve to provide notice
of the information collected to the children's parents. 36 Additionally, COPPA
requires these websites to allow parents to review and change the collected
information.37
Second, Congress enacted the Children's Internet Protection Act (CIPA)
in 2000 "to address concerns" about the content children were accessing on
30. Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986, DEPT. OF JUSTICE, https://
it.ojp.gov/default.aspx?area=privacy&page=1285 (last visited Oct. 26, 2014).
31. Id.
32. 18 U.S.C.A. § 2703 (2012); Brandon Butler, 4 Internet Privacy Laws You
Should Know About, NETWORK WORLD (Mar. 12, 2013, 12:36 PM), http://
www.networkworld.com/news/2013/031213-privacy-laws-267614.html?page
=1.
33. Existing Federal Privacy Laws, CENTER FOR DEMOCRACY & TECH., https://
www.cdt.org/privacy/guide/protect/laws.php (last visited Sept. 22, 2014).
34. 15 U.S.C.A. § 6502 (2012); 47 U.S.C.S. § 222.
35. 15 U.S.C.A. § 6502; Existing Federal Privacy Laws, supra note 33.
36. 15 U.S.C.A. § 6502; Existing Federal Privacy Laws, supra note 33.
37. 15 U.S.C.A. § 6502; Existing Federal Privacy Laws, supra note 33.
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the Internet.38 The statute requires that schools and libraries, entities that off-
set Internet costs with government funding, create certain protections and
policies for content that could be accessed from their computers. 39 Although
it does not explicitly protect privacy, the CIPA is an important tool used by
the federal government to police the Internet with the goal of protecting its
users.
But other statutes have had the opposite effect on electronic privacy. For
example, Congress also passed the Wireless Communication and Public
Safety Act in 1999.40 This Act requires mobile devices created after 2000 to
have the capability to map a user's address for use by 911 operators.41 Ac-
cordingly, rather than protecting privacy, the statute actually interferes with
privacy.42 As a concession to this intrusion, the Act requires that companies
obtain a consumer's consent before collecting the location information in a
non-emergency situation.43 However, the statute is still a significant infringe-
ment on the privacy rights of mobile device users, and is virtually unknown
to the general public.44
Although very few of these statutes directly address mobile devices and
the related privacy concerns, they provide important insight into current elec-
tronic privacy laws and the ways they can be adapted to protect the privacy
of consumers using mobile applications. While some of these statutes may be
interpreted broadly enough to cover mobile applications, they can be better
utilized as a blueprint to create new specific laws to protect mobile applica-
tion consumers.
B. Smart Devices and Mobile Applications
i. Smartphones
When considering smartphones, Apple's iPhone or Google's Android
immediately come to mind. However, the history of smartphones goes back
much farther than the iPhone or Android. IBM introduced the first
smartphone, "Simon," in 1992.45 In 1996, Nokia launched a series of
38. Children's Internet Protection Act, FED. COMM. COMMISSION, http://www.fcc
.gov/guides/childrens-intemet-protection-act (last visited Oct. 26, 2014).
39. Id.
40. Wireless Communications and Public Safety Act of 1999, Pub. L. No. 106-8 1,
113 Stat. 1286 (1999).
41. Wireless Communications and Public Safety Act § 5; Existing Federal Privacy
Laws, supra note 33; 47 U.S.C.S. §§ 222(g), 222(h)(3)(A).
42. See Wireless Communications and Public Safety Act § 5; Existing Federal Pri-
vacy Laws, supra note 33.
43. Wireless Communications and Public Safety Act § 5; 47 U.S.C.S.
§§ 222(c)(1), 222(0.
44. See id.
45. Ozgur, supra note 26.
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smartphones that were a cross between a cell phone and a personal digital
assistant (PDA).46 In 2000, Ericsson introduced a phone which was more
similar to the smartphones on the market today.47 Ericsson's phone included
a touchscreen and was the first cell phone to be referred to as a
"smartphone."48 Then, two years later in 2002, Blackberry and Palm, Inc.,
began the revolution in cellphones by introducing additional features with
capabilities beyond the ability to make phone calls.4 9
The Blackberry phones were the first phones to become popular for
their use other than as a telephone. They included features such as email,
MP3 players, cameras, full QWERTY keyboards, and wireless technology.50
These phones were a huge step forward in the development of the
smartphone as we know them today. Sony Ericsson improved upon the
smartphone evolution with the N-Series, released in 2005, that focused on
increased computing capabilities.51 Then in 2007, Apple introduced the first
iPhone, changing the market for cellphones and increasing consumer demand
for smartphones.52 The introduction of the Apple iPhone was the biggest step
in changing how the public used mobile phones and was responsible for the
market becoming almost completely dominated by smartphones.53 This led to
the introduction of Android phones-supported by Google and other large
technology companies-which provide the biggest competition to Apple in
the smartphone market today.54
ii. Tablets
The success of smartphones led to an increased market for tablet com-
puters. Although portable tablet computers existed in some form as early as
the 1980s, it was not until smartphones dominated the electronics market that






51. Ozgur, supra note 26.
52. Id.
53. See Rene Ritchie, 7 Years Ago Today, Steve Jobs Introduced Apple's iPhone,
IMORE (Jan. 9, 2014, 11:58 AM), http://www.imore.com/7-years-ago-today-
steve-jobs-introduced-apples-iphone.
54. See Ozgur, supra note 26.
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puter, GRiDPaD was launched.56 However, in the 1990s, the market focus
was on PDAs, and portable tablet computers were mostly ignored in favor of
developing better PDAs.57
In 2001, technology developers began to see the potential of portable
tablet computers after Bill Gates announced the launch of the Windows XP
Tablet Edition.58 The portable tablet computer became popular when Apple,
fresh off the success of the iPhone, launched the iPad in 2010.59 Since 2010,
multiple models of the iPad have hit the market, as well as tablet computers
running Android or Microsoft Windows operating systems. 60
iii. Mobile applications
The Apple iPhone and iPad, as well as all subsequent smartphones and
smart tablets, owe their popularity and most of their functionality to their
ability to run mobile applications. These applications became more wide-
spread with the creation of Apple's iPhone and App Store.61 The App Store
allows third-party developers to create applications and easily distribute them
to consumers. 62 The Android operating system also uses this model, and the
Android developers further adapted the idea to make creating third-party ap-
plications even easier.63 These applications gained another boost with the
introduction of portable tablets that could run many of the same mobile ap-
plications as smartphones.64 Eventually, there came a surge of applications






61. See Parijat Jha & Corey McMahon, Too Smart?, ARLINGTONIAN, Oct. 6, 2010,
at 7-8, available at http://www.arlingtonian.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/04/
arl101 12.pdf.
62. See Press Release, Apple, Inc., iPhone to Support Third-Party Web 2.0 Appli-
cations (June 11, 2007), available at http://www.apple.com/pr/library/2007/06/
1 iPhone-to-Support-Third-Party-Web-2-0-Applications.html.
63. When Will Android People Pay for Quality?, 9TO5MAC (Mar. 10, 2011, 12:20
PM), http://9to5mac.com/2011/03/10/when-will-android-people-pay-for-qual
ity/.





Many applications are free for consumers to download, making it easier
for consumers to use more and more applications on their mobile devices.66
Most of these applications collect private information from consumers, in-
cluding access to their photos, contacts, location, and other sensitive informa-
tion.67 Additionally, many applications include targeted advertisements that
may also collect information from consumers without their knowledge or
consent. 68 One study of 30,000 different applications found that 38% of the
applications for the Android platform could access a user's physical location
information, and half could access the personal code assigned to a user's
device.69 Another study found 97% of the applications it examined to contain
some sort of privacy issue.70 Additionally, the study found that 75% of the
applications failed to encrypt the collected data, and that 86% lacked basic
security defenses.71
Besides the lack of security, only 69% of free and 53% of paid applica-
tions have privacy policies available for consumers. 72 Of those applications
with privacy policies, only 48% of free applications and 32% of paid applica-
tions make the policy available through the application, and an even lower
22% of free and 13% of paid applications make it available on their applica-
tion listing page.73 Application platforms focus heavily on keeping malicious
applications out of their app stores, but they do not do enough to exclude
applications that expose users to privacy risks.74 As mobile applications have
66. Mary Ellen Gordon, The History of App Pricing and Why Most Apps are Free,
FLURRY (Jul. 18, 2013), http://www.flurry.com/bid/99013/The-History-of-App-
Pricing-And-Why-Most-Apps-Are-Free.
67. Choney, supra note 9.
68. See id.
69. Spying On Mobile Apps Shows Risks Millions Take Each Day In Using Them,
S. CHINA MORNING POST (Feb. 2, 2014, 5:12 AM), http://www.scmp.com/
news/world/article/1418937/spying-mobile-apps-shows-risks-millions-take-
each-day-using-them.
70. Tony Bradley, Study Finds Most Mobile Apps Put Your Security and Privacy at








74. Dan Raywood, Leaky Apps: Apple and Google Need to Do More to Protect
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become more advanced, the need for privacy protection is more important
than ever.
III. CURRENT REGULATION
Currently, there is no law addressing the problem of privacy protection
in mobile applications. However, But both state and federal goverments
have recognized the need for this kind of protection, especially as consumers
are often unaware that their private information is being collected. In reaction
to this growing problem, the government has taken a number of steps: Con-
gress proposed the Apps Act; the White House released a report on consumer
data privacy; and the Federal Trade Commission held a conference on pri-
vacy in a digital world, released a mobile privacy report, and has filed nu-
merous consumer protection suits against companies operating in the mobile
arena.75 Additionally, California's Attorney General has issued state-level
privacy guidelines for mobile apps. 76
A. The Application Privacy, Protection and Security Act
The proposed APPS Act was introduced in the House of Representa-
tives in mid-2013 before being referred to sub-committee.77 This Act would
be the first law to address mobile applications directly, and the only law-
other than COPPA-to directly regulate the collection of online informa-
tion.78 Although it is currently still in committee, if passed, this Act would be
an important first step in protecting privacy for mobile application users.
The APPS Act would regulate a number of areas that are major con-
cerns in the protection of private information. The bill first requires mobile
applications and their developers to provide a comprehensive policy regard-
ing the collection of user data.79 To meet the Act's requirements, a collection
policy would have to outline what data is collected, why that data is being
collected, and which, if any, third parties would have access to shared data.80
The Act would also force developers to explain the types, uses, and retention
75. See Application Privacy, Protection, and Security Act, supra note 17; CON-
SUMER DATA PRIVACY IN A NETWORKED WORLD, supra note 17; MOBILE Dis-
CLOSURES REPORT, supra note 15.
76. Seth Rosenblatt, California AG Issues First-in-U.S. Mobile App Privacy Guide-
lines, DOWNLOAD.COM (Jan. 10, 2013, 5:39PM), http://download.cnet.com/
8301-2007_4-57563418-12/califomia-ag-issues-first-in-u.s-mobile-app-priva
cy-guidelines/.
77. Application Privacy, Protection, and Security Act, supra note 17.
78. Kelly Petty, APPS Bill to Address Mobile Privacy Protection, IVN (Jan. 30,
2013), http://ivn.us/20l3/0 1/30/apps-act-bill-to-address-mobile-privacy-protec
tion/.




periods for the data they collect from users.8' Additionally, the Act would
require developers to securely maintain all information collected from
users.82 Developers would need to create policies and procedures that ensure
unauthorized third parties cannot access consumer data, and remove identify-
ing information from consumer data.83
The APPS Act would additionally require that a mobile application de-
veloper obtain the consent of the consumer before collecting the data and
give appropriate notice to the consumer of the application's policy.84 The Act
would require mobile application developers to create a user rights clause
and describe ways in which users can exercise their rights.85 In particular,
mobile applications would have to offer users an opt-out option.86 This op-
tion would allow consumers to delete the application and all data it collected
from them.87
The APPS Act is an important first step in protecting consumer data
collected by mobile applications. When presenting the bill, Representative
Hank Johnson of Georgia mentioned specifically that he wanted to write a
bill that would protect consumers without affecting the functionality of the
mobile applications.88 This bill would help created a standardized regulation
for data collection that would give consumers both notice of what was being
collected and the ability to opt-out of the collection and ask that data be
deleted.
B. Federal Trade Commission
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has taken a number of steps
within its own consumer protection jurisdiction to protect data and private
information from collection by mobile application developers. The FTC held
a workshop in 2012 to address advertising and privacy disclosures for new
technologies. The workshop resulted in a report focused on mobile privacy
disclosures in 2013. Since release of the report, the FTC has become more
aggressive about suing companies and developers for violating the privacy





85. Application Privacy, Protection, and Security Act, supra note 17.
86. Id.
87. Id.
88. Petty, supra note 78.
89. See MOBILE DISCLOSURES REPORT, supra note 15; Final Workshop Transcript
of "In Short: Advertising and Privacy Disclosures in a Digital World," FED.
TRADE COMM'N (May 30, 2012), http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/docu
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i. The Federal Trade Commission's 'In Short: Advertising &
Privacy Disclosures in a Digital World' Workshop
In May 2012, the Federal Trade Commission held a one-day workshop
entitled "In Short: Advertising & Privacy Disclosures in a Digital World,"
which included panels on a number of topics, including advertising on mo-
bile devices and privacy on mobile devices.90 These panels included speakers
from corporations, consumer rights groups, universities, state government,
and, of course, the FTC.9' This workshop was an important step for the FTC
in understanding the problems regarding data collection on mobile devices,
the types of privacy protection consumers want on these devices, and how to
create regulation and policy guidelines for companies that protect consumers
without interfering with the functionality of the mobile applications
themselves.92
The privacy on mobile devices panel focused on research conducted by
an independent group to determine what kind of information consumers
wanted to know, when they wanted to be informed of a mobile application's
data collection policies, and how they could choose to turn on or off the data
collection.93 The backgrouds of the speakers varied significantly: some pan-
elists researched consumers and their practices with privacy disclosures;
other panelists from companies created ways to be more transparent in edu-
cating their consumers about privacy and data collection.94 After the work-
shop, the FTC identified the most pressing issues in privacy on mobile
applications.95 Those issues focused on a lack of consumer understanding
and awareness of privacy policies, the importance of design due to the limita-
tions of small screens, and the control of application platforms in presenting
privacy information to consumers.96 Although the workshop itself did not
promulgate any rules or regulations for the FTC to enforce, it led to the
release of the FIC's Mobile Privacy Disclosures report, which did set out
guidelines and information for mobile application developers.97
ments/public.events/short-advertising-privacy-disclosures-digital-world/final
workshoptranscriptaugust72012.pdf [hereinafter In Short].
90. See In Short, supra note 89.
91. Id.
92. Id. at 277-79.
93. Id. at 214-15.
94. Id. at 215.
95. Mobile Disclosures Report, supra note 15, at 10-11.
96. Id.
97. Press Release, Fed. Trade Comm'n, FTC Staff Report Recommends Ways to






ii. Mobile Privacy Disclosures Report
To further protect consumers from the collection and use of their private
data, FTC released the Mobile Privacy Disclosures report in February 2013.98
This report makes recommendations to important parties who develop pri-
vacy policies for mobile applications, including advertisers, app developers,
trade organizations, and platform hosts.99 Upon release of the report, Jon
Leibowitz, FTC Chairman at the time, said, "These best practices will help to
safeguard consumer privacy and build trust in the mobile marketplace, ensur-
ing that the market can continue to thrive."00 The FTC's purpose is to bring
suit against companies with fraudulent, deceptive, and unfair business prac-
tices, so the report is not FTC's regulation. Instead, the report is an important
guide to help ensure that businesses maintain consumer-protective policies.10I
The FTC recommends practices for mobile application platforms, such
as Apple's iOS and Android.102 For example, it suggests that platforms create
a privacy dashboard to determine which applications have access to what
data.103 The report notes that the two largest platforms, iOS and Android,
although different, already have privacy dashboards.104 Another suggestion
offered is that platforms provide 'just-in-time" disclosures, standardized
through all applications, that require express consent before allowing an app
to access sensitive content. This practice is similar to iOS's request for con-
sent to allow an app access to geolocation information.05 The FTC also rec-
ommends that platforms disclose their application review process to users,
because users commonly believe those processes are is more stringent than
they actually are.106
Additionally, the report suggests multiple ways in which platforms can
work with other parties to better protect consumer privacy.107 For instance,
platforms should work with developers to require certain standardized pri-
vacy provisions for every application.108 Additionally, the developers should
work with advertisers to create a "do not track" (DNT) mechanism to prevent





102. See MOBILE DISCLOSURES REPORT, supra note 15, at 13-14.
103. Id. at 16.
104. Id.
105. Id. at 15.
106. See id. at 20.
107. See id. at 17-20.
108. See MOBILE DISCLOSURES REPORT, supra note 15, at 19.
109. Id. at 20-21.
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Also, platforms should work with the application developer trade associa-
tions to create standardized icons-such as the geolocation icons in iOS and
Android-to alert users of data access."10
The FTC also lists ways application developers can enhance their pri-
vacy policies and knowledge of consumers.' Specifically, an application
developer's privacy policy should be readily available to consumers." 12 First,
the platform's application store should hold a permanent place for the pri-
vacy policy in the application. Additionally, the platform should contain a
link to the privacy policy as a part of the application submission process to
the platform.113 Developers should also add their own "just-in-time" disclo-
sures for unforeseen scenarios, such as a third-party collecting data through
the application, or an advertisement on the app using consumer data."14 Ap-
plication developers should also work with the advertisers on their app to
provide truthful disclosures to consumers, ensuring that both the application
developer and advertiser are not fraudulent with consumer data.115
While the platforms and application developers' large role with private
consumer data may be obvious, the advertisers and application trade associa-
tions' role is less so. The FTC recommends that advertisement networks and
trade associations work closely with developers and platforms to ensure that
truthful information is transparently available to consumers so practices or
policies affecting a consumer's private information are not fraudulently or
deceptively withheld from the consumer.116 Also, the mobile application
trade associations should work to create greater standardization among appli-
cations in areas such as icons, value propositions privacy disclosures, and
privacy policies." 17 This, the report suggests, will reduce consumer confusion
about what information is collected in a particular application, when the in-
formation is collected, and why it is collected.] 18 By standardizing these poli-
cies through trade associations, application developers will find it easier to
effectively and transparently convey their privacy policies to consumers."19
This report lists suggestions for industry standards and superior prac-
tices that the FTC believes will better protect consumers. Rather than just a
list of strict rules, the report is an important tool for companies who create or
110. Id. at 17.
11l. See id. at 22-24.
112. See id.
113. Id.
114. See MOBILE DISCLOSURES REPORT, supra note 15, at 22.
115. Id.
116. See id. at 24.
117. Id. at 25.
118. Id.
119. See id. at 25-28.
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sell mobile applications. While the FTC cannot prosecute a company for not
following its guidelines, it can prosecute companies for fraudulent or unfair
business practices. In fact, the FTC regularly brings cases against companies
who failed to adequately convey privacy policies or protect consumer data.
iii. Enforcement Actions
The FTC's enforcement power is found in the FTC Act, which makes
unfair or deceptive practices by businesses illegal.120 Although this power
does not specifically cover protecting consumer privacy, the FTC regularly
files actions against businesses that deceptively or unfairly collect or share
private consumer information. 1,,For instance, the FTC has filed charges
against a number of companies and obtained settlements from against them,
such as Google, Inc. and Facebook.122 In the past few years, the FTC has, in
addition to creating superior practices and releasing reports on mobile appli-
cation privacy, filed charges against mobile applications and mobile applica-
120. A Brief Overview of the Federal Trade Commission's Investigative and Law
Enforcement Authority, FED. TRADE COMM'N, http://www.ftc.gov/about-ftc/
what-we-do/enforcement-authority (last visited Oct. 9, 2014).
121. See generally Press Release, Federal Trade Commission, Social Networking
App Settles FTC Charges it Deceived Consumers and Improperly Collected
Personal Information from Users' Mobile Address Books (Feb. 1, 2013), avail-
able at http://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2013/02/path-social-
networking-app-settles-ftc-charges-it-deceived [hereinafter Social Networking
App]; Press Release, Federal Trade Commission, Apple Inc. Will Provide Full
Consumer Refunds of at Least $32.5 Million to Settle FTC Complaint It
Charged for Kids' In-App Purchases Without Parental Consent (Jan. 15, 2014),
available at http://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/20 14/01/apple-inc-
will-provide-full-consumer-refunds-least-325-million [hereinafter Apple Inc.];
Press Release, Federal Trade Commission, Peer-to-Peer File-Sharing Software
Developer Settles FTC Charges (Oct. 11, 2011), available at http://www.ftc
.gov/news-events/press-releases/2011 / ] 0/peer-peer-file-sharing-software-devel
oper-settles-ftc-charges [hereinafter Peer-to-Peer]; Press Release, Federal
Trade Commission, Android Flashlight App Developer Settles FTC Charges It
Deceived Consumers (Dec. 5, 2013), available at http://www.ftc.gov/news-
events/press-releases/2013/12/android-flashlight-app-developer-settles-ftc-
charges-it-deceived [hereinafter Android Flashlight App]; Press Release, Fed-
eral Trade Commission, Google Will Pay $22.5 Million to Settle FTC Charges
it Misrepresented Privacy Assurances to Users of Apple's Safari Internet
Browser (Aug. 9, 2012), available at http://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-re-
leases/20 i 2/08/google-will-pay-225-million-settle-ftc-charges-it-misrepresen
ted [hereinafter Google]; Press Release, Federal Trade Commission, Facebook
Settles FTC Charges That It Deceived Consumers By Failing To Keep Privacy
Promises (Nov. 29, 2011), available at http://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-
releases/2011/1 l/facebook-settles-ftc-charges-it-deceived-consumers-failing-
keep [hereinafter Facebook].
122. See Google, supra note 121; Facebook, supra note 121.
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tion platforms for the deceptive collection or sharing of consumer
information. 123
Recently, the FTC filed charges against mobile application developers
who had unfair or deceptive privacy policies.124 In October 2011, the FTC
sought a permanent injunction against a peer-to-peer file sharing application
developer, Frostwire.25 The FTC alleged, among other things, that
Frostwire's application for Android phones was likely to cause consumers to
disclose personal files stored on their phones, such as videos and pictures.126
In particular, the FTC challenged the default settings on the application that
automatically shared private data on consumer phones without express per-
mission.127 Frostwire eventually settled with the FTC. The settlement banned
Frostwire from relying on default settings that shared information, and pro-
hibited it from making material misrepresentations about the file sharing na-
ture of the application.128
Similarly, the FTC filed charges against Path, Inc., a social networking
application that collected personal information from consumer's mobile ad-
dress books without the consent or knowledge of users. 129 Additionally, the
FTC alleged that the application's privacy policy deceived consumers by list-
ing the information the application collected automatically, but omitting the
mobile address book information that the app collected.130 Path, Inc. also
agreed to a settlement with the FTC, requiring the application developer to
establish a comprehensive privacy program, and to obtain independent pri-
vacy assessments every other year for twenty years following the settle-
ment.131 Additionally, the settlement issues an $800,000 fine against the
developer for collecting information from children without the consent of
their parents. 132
123. See Social Networking App, supra note 121; Apple, Inc., supra note 121; Peer-
to-Peer, supra note 121; Android Flashlight App, supra note 121.
124. See Peer-to-Peer, supra note 121.
125. Complaint for Permanent Injunction and Other Equitable Relief, Federal Trade
Commission v. Frostwire LLC, 2011 WL 9282853 (S.D. Fla. Oct. 7, 2011)
(No. 1:11CV23643) [hereinafter FTC v. Frostwire].
126. See Peer-to-Peer, supra note 121; see also FTC v. Frostwire, supra note 125.
127. See FTC v. Frostwire, supra note 125.
128. Peer-to-Peer, supra note 121.
129. See Social Networking App, supra note 121; see also Complaint for Civil Pen-
alties, Permanent Injunction, and Other Relief, U.S. v. Path Inc., 2012 WL
7006381(N.D.Cal. Jan. 31, 2012) (No. C 13 0448 JCS) [hereinafter U.S. v.
Path].
130. See U.S. v. Path, supra note 129.




The FTC also filed charges against the developer behind Android's
"Brightest Flashlight Free" application, which had been downloaded by over
100 million users. 133 The FTC alleged the application not only deceived con-
sumers about how their geolocation information would be shared with adver-
tisers and third parties, but also presented users with an option not to share
their geolocation information when the information was shared regardless.134
In addition, the application's privacy policy did not mention that it would
send the information collected to third parties.135 The developer's settlement
with the FTC required that any information about consumers be deleted, and
prohibited the developer from misrepresenting how data was collected and
shared. 136
Further, these types of charges were not filed by the FTC against the
developers only; it sued other types of entities as well. 137 For example, it filed
charges against Apple for its deceptive practices and failure to inform cus-
tomers about its privacy and billing practices for in-app purchases on its iOS
application platform.138 The FTC alleged that Apple billed consumers for
millions of dollars in charges, because Apple failed to inform consumers that
by entering a password to approve one purchase, they were approving any
purchases made for the next fifteen minutes.139 In its settlement with the FTC
over these charges, Apple agreed to change their practices to require express,
informed consent before charging for purchases and to provide full refunds,
which was approximated at a minimum of $32.5 million.140
Although privacy protection is not an express duty of the FTC, the FTC
has found that many businesses are violating consumers' privacy with decep-
tive or unfair practices. By pursuing action against these companies and re-
quiring them to change their policies and practices to protect consumer data
and inform consumers when data is being collected and shared, the FTC is
protecting consumers. By continuing to pursue action against those develop-
ers and platforms that deceive consumers and by creating superior practices
and industry guidelines to better protect consumer information, the FTC is
working to increase awareness and protection for consumers.
133. Android Flashlight App, supra note 121; Nick Denver, That Flashlight on Your
Phone Was Watching You, TIME (Dec. 6, 2013), http://techland.time.com/2013/
12/06/that-flashlight-on-your-phone-was-watching-you/?iid=obinsite.
134. Android Flashlight App, supra note 121.
135. Id.
136. Id.
137. See Apple, Inc., supra note 121; see also In the Matter of Apple Inc., No. 112-
3108, 2014 WL 253519 (F.T.C. Jan. 15, 2014).
138. In the Matter of Apple Inc., WL 253519.
139. Id.
140. Apple, Inc., supra note 121.
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C. The White House's "Consumer Data Privacy in a Networked
World: A Framework for Protecting Privacy and Promoting
Innovations in the Global Digital Economy" Report
In 2012, the White House released a report on consumer data privacy,
the Consumer Data Privacy in a Networked World report.' 4 ' This report in-
cluded a Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights (Bill of Rights), which emphasized
a number of rights that consumers should be granted in regards to their pri-
vate electronic data.142 It also urged Congress to codify this Bill of Rights,
although lobbying efforts on Capitol Hill by private interest groups following
the release of the report stalled this action. 143 However, after the revelation of
the National Security Agency's internet surveillance programs, the White
House may once again be working to advance legislation that would build off
the Bill of Rights to protect consumer privacy. 144 This Bill of Rights provides
a framework similar to the practices the Federal Trade Commission released
in their Mobile Privacy Disclosures Report.145
The Bill of Rights enumerates a number of rights that inform consumers
about what they should expect of companies that handle their personal
data. 146 In particular, it reports that consumers have a right to individual con-
trol, transparency, respect for context, security, access, accuracy, and focused
collection. 147
This right to individual control involves a consumer's ability to exercise
control over what personal data companies collect, and how they use it.148 In
particular, it emphasizes that companies should offer consumers clear
choices, presented at times and in ways that enable consumers to make in-
formed decisions about what information will be collected.49 Additionally,
companies should offer ways for consumers to limit or withdraw consent
141. CONSUMER DATA PRIVACY IN A NETWORKED WORLD, supra note 17.
142. Id. at 9.
143. CONSUMER DATA PRIVACY IN A NETWORKED WORLD, supra note 17, at 35;
Mickey Meece, President Obama's Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights, FORBES
(Feb. 23, 2012), available at http://www.forbes.com/sites/mickeymeece/2012/
02/23/president-obamas-consumer-privacy-bill-of-rights/.
144. Alex Beyers, White House Pursues Online Privacy Bill Amid NSA Efforts, Po-
LITICO (Oct. 7, 2013), available at http://www.politico.constory/2013/10/
white-house-online-privacy-bill-nsa-efforts-97897.html.
145. See CONSUMER DATA PRIVACY IN A NETWORKED WORLD, supra note 17, at I;
MOBILE DISCLOSURES REPORT, supra note 15, at 13.
146. CONSUMER DATA PRIVACY IN A NETWORKED WORLD, supra note 17, at 1.
147. Id.




after it is given, and create DNT mechanisms so consumers may exercise
control over how or if third parties receive information.150
The right of transparency and the respect for context discussed in the
report emphasize the importance of consumer knowledge of how and why
data is collected by mobile applications.15, The right of transparency, the
report suggests, means that companies should offer consumers easily under-
standable and accessible information about their privacy and security policies
so that consumers can make informed decisions about giving private data to
certain companies.52 These policies should be plain language statements that
are easy to read on the devices consumers use and offer information about
data collection, use, disclosure, retention, and the purpose for providing data
to third parties.153 The respect for context right requires that companies either
use information in the same context as consumers provide it or provide trans-
parency and the option for individual consent by the consumer if it is used in
a way different from the context in which it was provided.54
The right of security requires that companies keep personal data secure
and responsibly handled.155 The access and accuracy right requires compa-
nies to allow consumers to easily access and correct personal data they may
have previously provided or that the company collected from the con-
sumer.15 6 Finally, the right of focused collection would set reasonable limits
on personal data that companies could collect and retain.157 It also provides
that companies should securely dispose of or de-identify data they have col-
lected once they no longer need it.158
In addition to providing for the privacy rights of consumers, the report
also detailed the action Congress should take to ensure the Bill of Rights is
followed and enforced.59 In particular, the report calls on Congress to codify
the Bill of Rights and to grant the Federal Trade Commission the authority to
enforce it.160 Additionally, the report suggests that the FTC provide assis-
tance and advice regarding the development of company policies.61 Then,
the FTC should have the authority to review company policies and offer a
150. Id. at 14.
151. Id.
152. CONSUMER DATA PRIVACY IN A NETWORKED WORLD, supra note 17, at 14.
153. Id.
154. Id. at 15.
155. Id. at 19.
156. Id.
157. Id. at 21.
158. CONSUMER DATA PRIVACY IN A NETWORKED WORLD, supra note 17, at 21.
159. Id. at 35.
160. Id.
161. Id. at 37.
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safe haven to those policies that are approved by the agency.162The White
House's report including the Bill of Rights, like the report from the FTC, is
not a rule or regulation that companies must follow.163 But also like the FTC
report, these guidelines are a good standard to which companies should con-
form to ensure they are adequately protecting consumer privacy.164 Unlike
the FTC though, the White House does not have authority granted through
other legislation that allows it to enforce privacy protection, even in the lim-
ited way that the FTC's authority allows it to file charges against infring-
ers.165 This limits the White House's ability to see the policies outlined in its
report enacted, without it urging Congress to pass legislation, which ulti-
mately protects consumer privacy.166
D. California's "Privacy on the Go: Recommendations for the
Mobile Ecosystem" Guidelines
In January 2013, the California Attorney General released mobile appli-
cation privacy guidelines. 167 These guidelines were notable for three reasons:
(1) they were the first mobile privacy guidelines released by any government
office in the United States, before even the FTC's report; (2) they were the
first guidelines by a state government released to help regulate mobile appli-
cations; and (3) they served as an important background for the subsequently
released report by the FTC.168 In many ways, California's guidelines were
similar to the FTC's report, both in who was addressed and what recommen-
dations were made.169 In particular, the guidelines addressed mobile applica-
tion developers and platforms, and recommended practices for both to begin
to better protect consumer privacy.170
The California guidelines recommend a number of procedures to help
application developers ensure the protection of private consumer data. 17, The
report places particular emphasis on developers creating a checklist of per-
sonally identifiable data that applications could potentially collect, as well as
on using that list to make decisions about the application's privacy prac-
162. Id.
163. See id. at 2.
164. See CONSUMER DATA PRIVACY IN A NETWORKED WORLD, supra note 17, at 1.
165. See id. at 2.
166. See id. at 1.
167. PRIVACY ON THE Go, supra note 5.
168. See generally Rosenblatt, supra note 76.
169. See PRIVACY ON THE Go, supra note 5, at 2; MOBILE DISCLOSURES REPORT,
supra note 15, at 13.
170. See PRIVACY ON THE Go, supra note 5, at 2.
171. See id. at 7.
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tices. 172 The guidelines also recommend that developers avoid or limit col-
lecting personally identifiable information that is unnecessary for the
application to serve its intended purpose. This goal could be accomplished in
part by ensuring the default settings for their application are protective of
privacy.73 Additionally, users should be given control over the collection of
personally identifiable information used for purposes outside the applica-
tion's basic function.174 The developer should also adopt procedures for de-
leting personally identifiable information that the application no longer needs
or uses. 175 Finally, developers should create clear, accurate, and accessible
privacy policies and implement enhanced measures to draw a user's attention
to these policies.176 This ensures consumers are informed of both what infor-
mation is collected and what control they have over that information. 177
The guidelines make far fewer-but still important-recommendations
for mobile application platforms.178 The guidelines treat platforms as a gate-
keeper to the applications, and therefore hold them responsible for ensuring
consumers are knowledgeable about mobile application privacy.179 The
guidelines recommend that platforms make application privacy policies
available for users before they download an application.180 Additionally, they
urge platforms to work to educate users on mobile privacy to ensure they are
knowledgeable about the decisions they are making in sharing private data.8,
Many of the California Attorney General's recommendations were simi-
lar to those published in the FTC's report just one month later.182 Although
California's guidelines are not nearly as detailed as the FTC's report, they are
still important as mobile application privacy laws continue to emerge. 83 As
the first steps taken by a state to regulate mobile application privacy, these
guidelines serve a particularly important purpose. 84 They represent the be-
ginning of the government's recognition of issues regarding mobile applica-
tion privacy and the governmental attempt to regulate private consumer data.
172. Id. at 8.
173. Id. at 9.
174. Id.
175. Id.
176. See PRIVACY ON THE Go, supra note 5, at 2.
177. Id. at 10.




182. See PRIVACY ON THE Go, supra note 5, at 2; MOBILE DISCLOSURES REPORT,
supra note 15, at 13.
183. See PRIVACY ON THE Go, supra note 5, at 2.
184. See Rosenblatt, supra note 76.
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IV. ANALYSIS
A. Proposed APPS Act
The proposed APPS Act is an encouraging first step in the regulation of
private data collection by mobile applications. As the law of mobile applica-
tions currently stands, there is no standard for how and when companies must
disclose their privacy policies, and no limit on what data they can collect.185
This is especially troublesome because applications often share private data
with third parties without the user's knowledge.186 The only obstacle in the
way of companies that disregard the privacy of their users is the vague appli-
cation of electronic privacy laws. But these laws were written long before
smartphones and portable tablets became mainstream, and long before mo-
bile applications were even thought possible.87 Indeed, current statutes do
not address the unique problems of smart devices and mobile applications.88
The APPS Act will be the first statute to directly affect the evolving techno-
logical world we live in and protect the privacy most users do not even know
is being compromised.189
Although there are some limitations that keep the APPS Act from com-
pletely protecting user privacy, the bill would be an overall positive step
toward consumer protection. The APPS Act directly regulates private data
collection by mobile applications and provides users with control over what
and when data is collected. 90 Its biggest benefit is the creation of federal
privacy protection standards for mobile application users. 19' Because there
are currently no standards for mobile applications, especially on a national
level, it is easy and profitable for application developers to disregard user
privacy. Consequently, a number of applications collect and sell information
from their users to third parties or allow advertisements on the applications to
collect information without consumer consent. 92 While the FTC does have
some enforcement authority to protect consumers, as long as the applica-
tions' policies and practices are not deceptive or unfair, there is typically
nothing the FTC can do to protect users of these applications. If the APPS
Act is signed into law, however, there will be requirements in how consum-
ers are notified of their rights and how they can withdraw consent or ask for
185. See Choney, supra note 9.
186. See id.
187. See Susan Lahey, ECPA and A Reasonable Expectation of Privacy in the Digi-
tal Age, SILICON HILLS NEWS (Feb. 5, 2014), available at http://www.silicon
hilisnews.com/2014/02/05/privacy-in-the-internet-age/.
188. See id.
189. See Application Privacy, Protection, and Security Act, supra note 17.
190. See id. § 2(a)(l).
191. See id. § 2.
192. See In Short, supra note 89.
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their data to be deleted aside from mere privacy policy statements.193 With
standard regulations across the nation, American consumers would be as-
sured that their private data is protectedby requirements that are uniform
across different applications that users may download to their phones or
tablets.
Another strength of the APPS Act is the specific requirement that gives
consumers control over the collection of data-particularly when and how
that data is used, and whether or not to withdraw consent for data collec-
tion.194 Specifically, the bill would require applications to provide users with
the ability to notify the developer when they intend to stop using the applica-
tion, to request that the developer refrain from further collection of data, and
to request that the application either delete or refrain from sharing data al-
ready collected. 195 This requirement is a promising step forward for con-
sumer rights and control. At present, it is almost impossible to withdraw
consent or protect one's data from developers.96 The severe lack of control
consumers currently have over their own private data is inexcusable, and this
bill provides a solution. Further, the bill's requirement that application devel-
opers notify consumers of when and how their information is being used is
also an important right that consumers currently lack.197 Empirical research
shows that today's consumers have little idea of what information they are
sharing.198 This notification requirement would also force developers to in-
form consumers of how long their data is stored and when it would be shared
with third parties. 199 This redresses the severe lack of information regarding
how application developers use consumer information. Without this bill, con-
sumers will continue to be ignorant not only of how their information is
being used, but also of what information is being collected in the first place.
Finally, this bill would be enforced by the FTC.200 While the FTC brings
charges against some application developers and platforms who infringe on
consumers' rights, its ability to do so is restricted in important ways by the
limitations of its authority, which only allows charges against those that un-
fairly intrude upon or invade one's privacy by misrepresentation.201 If given
193. See Application Privacy, Protection, and Security Act, supra note 17.
194. See id. § 2(a).
195. See id. § 2(b).
196. Scott Thurm & Yukari Iwatani Kane, Your Apps Are Watching You, WALL ST.
J. (Dec. 17, 2010), available at http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB 1000142
4052748704694004576020083703574602.
197. Application Privacy, Protection, and Security Act, supra note 17.
198. See Choney, supra note 9.
199. Application Privacy, Protection, and Security Act, supra note 17.
200. Id. § 3(b).
201. A Brief Overview of the Federal Trade Commission's Investigative and Law
Enforcement Authority, supra note 120.
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the power to enforce this bill, the FTC will be more equipped to fulfill its
duty-protecting consumers. Though this would not be the first statute to
give the FTC authority to better protect consumers, it would be the first to
give the FTC stronger enforcement authority over mobile application devel-
opers and platforms that intrude on consumers' privacy rights.202 The impor-
tance of this is that it would give enforcement authority to an agency already
working to protect the very rights at issue. Because the FTC is currently
bringing charges against applications that infringe on consumer privacy
rights, broadening its authority will allow the agency to better protect con-
sumers and fulfill its stated mission.
However, despite the strengths of the APPS Act, the bill also has weak-
nesses. The most noticeable problem-also the most troubling to solve-is
numerosity. From a practical standpoint, it will be a serious challenge to
regulate every mobile application, as well as its platforms, advertisers, and
third parties. As of October 2013, there were approximately one million mo-
bile applications in the Apple iPhone App Store203 and near 900 thousand in
the Android App Store, which totals close to two million applications.204 And
this does not even account for the mobile applications available from the
over seventy other different application stores.205 Effectively regulating that
number of mobile applications is a difficult, if not impossible, endeavor. Be-
cause this bill requires that a developer do more than simply refrain from
acting in a deceptive or unfair manner, as the FTC Act does, enforcement
strictly through a consumer complaint line, would be more difficult.206 The
APPS Act would require application developers to take preemptive action to
protect consumer privacy, such as the specific notices and standards.207 The
time and manpower it would take to ensure that each mobile application in
over seventy app stores complies with the APPS Act would be astronomical.
Another weakness of the APPS Act is the effectiveness of the required
privacy notices. As the FTC found in a workshop panel focused on mobile
applications, consumers do not read and comprehend privacy notices that
appear as a block of text on their small phone or tablet screens. 208 Even if
202. See generally id. (showing the FTC enforces many consumer-related statutes).
203. Sam Costello, How Many Apps Are in the App Store, ABOUT.COM, http://
ipod.about.com/od/iphonesoftwareterms/qt/apps-in-app-store.htm (last visited
Oct. 20, 2014).
204. Number of Available Android Applications, APPBRAIN.COM, http://www.app
brain.com/stats/number-of-android-apps (last visited Oct. 20, 2014).
205. James Cooper, A List of Mobile App Stores, MOBY AFFILIATES (May 10, 2012),
http://www.mobyaffiliates.com/blog/mobile-app-stores-list/.
206. 15 U.S.C. § 45(a)(1) (2006); Application Privacy, Protection, and Security Act,
supra note 17; see FTC Complaint Assistant, FED. TRADE COMM'N, https://
www.ftccomplaintassistant.gov/#&panel l-1 (last visited Oct. 20, 2014).
207. Application Privacy, Protection, and Security Act, supra note 17.
208. Westerman, supra note 8, at 219.
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Congress passed the bill requiring developers to give notice to consumers of
the extent that their data is being collected, used, and shared, the consumers
might not read the notice.209 While the bill's notice requirements are a
strength, consumer awareness of the privacy information, consumer knowl-
edge of what data applications are collecting, and consent to this collection in
an informed manner is what makes privacy notices helpful. If there is no way
to communicate this information to consumers, then requiring it to be in-
cluded in an application developer's privacy policy detracts from the effec-
tiveness of the notice. Any effectiveness would be contingent on the
consumer's initiative to read the policy and become informed.
Similarly, although the APPS Act requires application developers to
have an opt-out option, this does not mean that consumers will be aware of
this option.21O The opt-out option is an encouraging addition to the bill, as it
requires a way for consumers to stop applications from collecting more data,
and requires them to request that applications stop sharing that data, which is
not an option consumers currently have.211 Nevertheless, no matter how great
a step towards total consumer protection and control this bill may be, if con-
sumers do not know about the options it provides, its efficacy is once again
limited.
These weaknesses, however, do not outweigh the substantial benefits
this bill would have for the public if it were passed. The benefit that consum-
ers gain from greater knowledge and control over their private data and the
collection and use of that data is substantial. By requiring particular kinds of
notices-including an opt-out option for consumers-and broadening the en-
forcement authority of the FIC, the APPS Act is incredibly beneficial to
consumers of smartphones and tablets. As the first bill to directly address the
major privacy threat of mobile applications, the APPS Act creates a strong
regulatory standard to protect the privacy of consumers as technology contin-
ues to evolve.
B. What Can Government Entities Do?
The APPS Act is one step Congress is taking to protect mobile applica-
tion users, but there are a number of actions various government entities can
take to safeguard consumers' private data. Despite the lack of statutory law
related to mobile application privacy, many offices, at both the federal and
state level, have already taken measures to protect mobile application
users.212 In addition to continuing these actions, government entities should
209. See generally id. (suggesting consumers will not read notices).
210. See Application Privacy, Protection, and Security Act, supra note 17.
211. Id.
212. See MOBILE DISCLOSURES REPORT, supra note 15; PRIVACY ON THE Go, supra
note 5; Unfair & Deceptive Acts and Practices, NAT'L CONSUMER LAW
CENTER, https://www.nclc.org/issues/unfair-a-deceptive-acts-a-practices.html
(last visited Oct. 20, 2014).
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begin working with each other and with mobile application developers and
platforms to create more effective standards to keep private data secure.
i. State Governments
Although state governments have a limited number of options when
dealing with the ever-increasing number of mobile applications, especially as
many have a national and international reach, there are many ways state gov-
ernments can work to protect mobile applications users. Some states, such as
California-home to the headquarters of Google and Apple-are better situ-
ated to regulate applications. But all states can take steps to ensure the pro-
tection of their residents.213
As the Attorney General in California has already done, states can de-
velop suggestions and guidelines for the developers and platforms located in
their state.214 While these guidelines may not be mandatory for companies,
developing a state standard can suggest to developers whatthe state ex-
pects. 215 These suggestions can prevent companies from violating state de-
ceptive practice laws. States can also work with federal agencies to monitor
the problems that citizens experience. Many states already work with the
FTC to monitor deceptive practices in the state, and occasionally collaborate
on actions brought against these companies.26 By working with federal agen-
cies to monitor the practices of apps used by their citizens, state governments
can help safeguard the data of their own citizens and enable the FTC to better
monitor the practices of mobile applications nationwide. Because state gov-
ernments have a smaller consumer group to protect than the federal govern-
ment does, states are in a better position to listen to consumer complaints and
take action against developers and platforms who fail to safeguard consumer
data.
ii. White House
The White House has already taken some action in combating the lack
of electronic privacy for consumers in the United States.2 17 In doing so, it
created guidelines for emerging technology and helped encourage the crea-
213. The Company Store, APPLE, https://www.apple.com/companystore/ (last visited
Oct. 20, 2014); Google Locations, GOOGLE, http://www.google.comabout/
company/facts/locations/ (last visited Oct. 20, 2014).
214. See generally PRIVACY ON THE Go, supra note 5, at i (recommending ways to
consider consumers' privacy).
215. See id.
216. See Unfair & Deceptive Acts & Practices, NAT'L CONSUMER LAW CENTER,
https://www.nclc.org/issues/unfair-a-deceptive-acts-a-practices.html (last vis-
ited Oct. 20, 2014).
217. See CONSUMER DATA PRIVACY IN A NETWORKED WORLD, supra note 17.
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tion of the APPS Act.218 Despite its lack of legislative power, the White
House serves an important function in safeguarding consumers' private data
and encouraging further action by other government entities. The White
House's report on electronic data protection was an important part of the
creation of the APPS Act.219 Similarly, the White House can continue to urge
federal legislators to write and pass legislation protecting the privacy of con-
sumers who use mobile applications. Most importantly, it can support the
APPS Act while it is awaiting a vote by working with Congress to ensure it
passes and is signed into law.
The White House can also work with its federal agencies to ensure the
agencies' current actions focus on protecting consumer data. Although both
the White House and the FTC have already released guidelines for electronic
data privacy, the two can collaborate to ensure that all guidelines coexist
without any contradictions or inconsistencies.220 Additionally, the White
House can urge both the FTC and the Department of Justice to continue
addressing deceptive and unfair practices by platforms and developers by
bringing charges against them. Until the APPS Act, or something similar, is
passed into law, these enforcement actions by agencies are the only protec-
tion consumers have against developers and platforms that collect private
data.221
iii. Federal Trade Commission
Even without the APPS Act passed into law, the FTC still has the most
power of any governmental entity to protect consumer data on mobile appli-
cations. Due to the broad nature of the power granted to the FTC by Con-
gress, the agency has the ability to bring legal actions against companies that
deceive and defraud consumers in the collection of their private data.222 The
FTC's practice of bringing legal action against deceptive developers and
platforms, as well as its education agenda directed toward informing both
companies and consumers, will both have long term safeguarding consumer
data. Not only has the FTC issued guidelines, but it has also hosted panels of
business leaders and experts to gather data and research, working with enti-
ties outside its own agency to ensure consumers are protected to the extent
possible under the current law. 223 Current FTC action should continue as new
technologies develop and there are new ways for consumer data to be col-
lected on mobile applications.
218. See id.
219. See id.
220. See id.; see FTC Staff Report Recommends Ways to Improve Mobile Privacy
Disclosures, supra note 97.
221. See CONSUMER DATA PRIVACY IN A NETWORKED WORLD, supra note 17.
222. See Khan, supra note 29.
223. See In Short, supra note 89.
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C. What Can Private Parties Do?
While the APPS Act is an unprecedented step forward in protecting con-
sumers, the limitations on enforcement due to the sheer number of applica-
tions and application stores means that it will take private action to
effectively protect consumer data.224 It is therefore imperative that mobile
platforms and mobile application developers begin to take action to protect
their users' data and to give consumers more choices in determining how
their data is controlled. It is in the best interest of platforms and developers
that they protect the private data of users, because such protection creates
greater consumer confidence in those companies that adopt protective pri-
vacy policies. Consumers are more likely to purchase or download products
from those companies who have standards for protecting data. More impor-
tantly, the penalties for not protecting consumers are substantial. By preemp-
tively working to protect consumer data, application developers and
platforms can ensure they are not subject to FTC fines resulting from decep-
tive or unfair business practices.
i. Mobile Platforms
Mobile platforms provide an unprecedented opportunity to protect con-
sumers' private data on their mobile applications. Because mobile platforms
are the outlet through which public consumers purchase and download appli-
cations, they can act as a gatekeeper to help regulate how mobile applications
collect, disperse, and protect consumer data.225 By working with application
developers and maintaining standards for all applications that the platform
allows to be downloaded from its store, mobile platforms can help protect the
private data of its consumers.
The easiest course of action available to mobile platforms is for them to
create requirements for the applications developed for its platform. By setting
required privacy standards, a platform would have internalized control over
protecting consumer privacy. The standard could be as simple as requiring
developers to submit a privacy policy, or at least a link to one, in the process
of submitting the application to the developer. Platforms could also require
specific provisions and settings for each application that collects customer
data. There is really no limit to what mobile platforms could require of each
application in order to better protect the private data of consumers. These
requirements are important, because platforms can also face federal charges
for deceptive or unfair business practices.
Mobile platforms can also work with developers to ensure that privacy
notices are given to consumers at a time most likely to inform consumers
effectively. As the FTC workshop panel on mobile applications concluded,
consumers may see a privacy notice, but if it is not shown to consumers at a
224. See Costello, supra note 203; see Number of Available Android Applications,
supra note 204; see Cooper, supra note 205.
225. Application Privacy, Protection, and Security Act, supra note 17.
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time at which they are likely to read that notice, then the notice is irrele-
vant.226 Platforms can work with developers to determine the optimal time to
show consumers a privacy notice where they will comprehend its conse-
quences and make an informed decision.227 Mobile platforms know best
when consumers are likely to read a privacy policy, whereas developers are
in a better position to ascertain what privacy notice needs to be used to en-
sure consumers have adequate knowledge to make informed decisions.228
ii. Mobile Application Developers
Mobile application developers probably have the most power of any
private party to protect the private data of consumers. Because developers are
the parties who collect, store, and share the private data, they have the most
control over how consumers are informed about the collection practice and
how to ensure consumers' private data is not shared in a deceptive or unfair
way. 229 In addition to working with mobile platforms to better ascertain ways
and times in which privacy notices can be dispersed, there are a number of
ways developers can work to protect their users' private data.
The easiest and most straightforward way for developers to help protect
user data is to simply stop collecting as much data.230 If developers decided
only to collect necessary information, then it would significantly cut down on
the amount of information developers would need to protect. By collecting
less information and limiting collection to information necessary for the ap-
plication's function, developers can limit the likelihood that they will face
charges for deceptive or unfair business practices. In addition, collecting nec-
essary information only makes it easier to inform consumers of what infor-
mation is being collected, as well as increases the likelihood that consumers
would make an informed decision to share information with the applica-
tion.231 If developers want to collect information beyond what is necessary,
they should ensure that consumers know what information is being collected,
why it is being collected, and how the developer plans to use it or share it
with third parties. Giving this information to consumers will better shield
developers from enforcement actions by the FTC.
Application developers can also craft an informative privacy policy that
is readily available to consumers. 232 In addition to having a privacy policy on
a developer's website, it would be beneficial to both consumers and the de-
velopers themselves to make the privacy policy available at all times
226. Westerman, supra note 8, at 219.
227. See id.
228. See In Short, supra note 89, at 19, 48.
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throughout the application's function, and to make the policy available on the
app store when consumers purchase the application. Making the policy read-
ily available at all times to consumers ensures consumers will stay better
informed. Moreover, the developer will know with certainty that consumers
have notice of all privacy policies.
Similarly, developers should work to give timely notice to consumers of
what information is being collected.233 This is particularly important when
the data to be collected is not that which a consumer might intuitively expect
an application of a particular nature to collect.234 In-app notifications when
sensitive information is being collected are an easy way for developers to
inform consumers.2 35 Developers should also work with advertisers to ensure
the information collected through advertisements on applications is known to
the consumer. Educating a consumer on the information that both the devel-
oper and the advertiser collect allows consumers to be informed when mak-
ing decisions regarding when they should allow applications to collect data.
Finally, even without the APPS Act, developers should give consumers
a way to opt-out of the collection of their private data. Particularly, there
should be a mechanism by which consumers can request to have their data
either deleted, or no longer shared with third parties. Consent to collection at
one time should not allow the information to be shared with third parties long
after the user has stopped using the application. This is an overlooked area of
the current state of privacy rights, because before smartphones and tablets
emerged as a large part of the technology market, the sheer amount of infor-
mation collected by these devices could not be imagined. Developers should
work to protect their users from the sharing of data after the user has ceased
use of their product. By providing a mechanism for users to request deletion
or a refrain from further information sharing, developers can give consumers
more control over their information and enjoy the benefit of the consumer's
trust
V. CONCLUSION
With a majority of the American population owning a smartphone or
other smart device, protecting consumer data is now increasingly impor-
tant.236 The APPS Act is a promising first step in regulating mobile applica-
tion developers and platforms and the data they collect. Congress should pass
the bill into law so that the increasing numbers of Americans using mobile
applications are not only assured their private data is secured, but are also
actually aware that this data is being collected. The level of control this Act
will give consumers over their own personal data is an important measure in
233. Id. at 5.
234. Id.
235. See PRIVACY ON THE Go, supra note 5, at 5.
236. Mobile Technology Fact Sheet, supra note 1; Kopytoff, supra note 3.
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a world where technology is advancing daily.237 By allowing this control,
consumers can be more confident in their acceptance of new technology and
can better trust mobile applications and their developers to protect private
data.
Because the area is difficult to regulate and will only become more so as
technology advances, it is vital to the success of such a law that mobile plat-
forms and application developers cooperate with both federal and state gov-
ernment entities to ensure consumers are protected. The current work of the
White House, the FTC, and state governments is important in safeguarding
consumer data, but the FTC will need to continue to bring enforcement ac-
tions against applications that deceive consumers. Additionally, governmen-
tal entities need to place an emphasis on educating both consumers and
businesses about the current law and suggested practices. A concerted effort
by developers and platforms to comply with these guidelines lead to in-
creased protection for consumers, as well as greater protection for the com-
panies themselves in avoiding enforcement actions brought by by the
government. The vast nature of the mobile application industry, in terms of
both number of applications and number of consumers, means that it will
take more than one law to effectuate a change in privacy protection on mo-
bile devices. But with the cooperation of platforms, developers, state govern-
ments, and the federal government, consumer data on mobile applications
can be secured.
237. Application Privacy, Protection, and Security Act, supra note 17.
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